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Intro
We’re pleased to present the 3rd edition of the Vivun PreSales Benchmark Report. In 

the months after our last Winter 2021 edition, which focused on PreSales compensation, 

we continued to see an ever-increasing interest in one of the most misunderstood, 

yet strategic segments of B2B startups to enterprises—PreSales. The surge in SaaS 

products that offer ease of access through trials and proof-of-concepts has led to an 

increase in the number of evaluations initiated by educated, demanding buyers—which 

in turn has led to the desperate need for talented professionals who can help secure the 

technical win. 

Before diving in, you may want to start by reviewing the findings in our previous 

Benchmark report. The Winter 2021 edition focused on compensation plans within 

PreSales and discovered that: 

• PreSales is underpaid relative to their Sales counterparts.

• Leaders don’t fully control their own compensation plan.

• Too much time is spent on non-revenue generating activities.  

• And yet, PreSales isn’t ready to rock the org chart boat.  

In our newest report, rather than focus on compensation, we examined a specific 

segment of the opportunity cycle itself—the technical win. But similar to the confusion 

regarding compensation plans that we uncovered in the previous report, our latest 

research revealed the scarcity of resources, technology, and data PreSales departments 

have at their disposal to achieve the technical win and realize their full potential. 

We found that the technical win was subsuming the main opportunity cycle and 

exponentially increasing in importance, while PreSales teams were being pulled—like a 

taffy—in numerous directions, even while their “day job” was growing. And what’s more, 

PreSales teams were experiencing high ramp times and prolonged recruiting, which 

heightened the difficulty to achieve the technical win. 

We surveyed PreSales leaders at businesses ranging from startups to Fortune 500 

companies with dozens of questions covering topics including how much time the 

technical win takes in the opportunity cycle, how much ownership PreSales has over the 

entire opportunity journey, ramp times for new hires, and the average number of PreSales 

professionals it takes to achieve the technical win. From all the responses we received, 

we identified four key insights that we thought were particularly notable. 
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1. The technical win is “the new sales.” The technical win is now the most  

important part of an opportunity, so it’s not surprising that we found it made up a  

majority (54%) of the total opportunity cycle. And achieving it required significant  

people power and time—about three PreSales professionals over an average of 64  

days. Proof of Concepts/ Value/ Managed trials (POCs)—the cornerstone of the technical 

win—also picked up velocity, taking, on average, 33 days to complete, nearly half the  

time it took to achieve the technical win. 

2. PreSales is increasingly taking more ownership of the entire 
opportunity cycle, getting pulled in earlier, while they need ever 
more time to focus on the technical win. If the most important part of the 

opportunity cycle is the technical win, then PreSales should be allowed to make that 

a primary area of focus. However, 37% of respondents reported managing teams in 

addition to PreSales, and were spending substantial amounts of time on activities that 

didn’t have a direct path to the technical win. 

3. Building highly specialized PreSales teams takes significant 
amounts of time. To achieve the technical win consistently, PreSales teams needed 

to be ready, robust, and proficient; however, the survey revealed that it took 50% of 

respondents over 6+ months to ramp new hires into effective and adept technical win 

closers. And recruiting was prolonged, with 54% of PreSales teams taking 60+ days from 

open recruiting to hire. 

Let’s dive into each of these areas.  

54% of the total opportunity cycle is spent trying to achieve the technical win. 

37% of PreSales leaders are managing teams in addition to PreSales. 

50% of PreSales leaders are spending over 6+ months to ramp new hires.
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1. The technical win is “the new sales.”
The technical win is now the important segment of the opportunity cycle, as it most 

closely relates to closing business and attaining revenue targets. Despite PreSales being 

responsible for multiple aspects of the opportunity cycle, we found that time spent on 

achieving the technical win made up the majority of it, or 54%. 

Then we asked respondents what it took for PreSales to actually secure the technical win 

in the average deal, and we discovered that three PreSales professionals were needed 

over a course of 64 days.

And that’s why we weren’t surprised when survey respondents surfaced a great deal 

of anxiety when they admitted that POCs are picking up in both number and velocity. 

Respondents increasingly understood that POCs were where the buyer gets hands-

on with the software, and if they didn’t nail this experience through the PreSales 

engagement—they simply didn’t get the technical win, and they wasted time and money. 

The survey found that over the past 24 months, POCs experienced an increase of 

technical win rates by an average of 63%.

Number of PreSales Professionals Needed to Secure the Technical Win
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This explained why 89% of PreSales departments were involved in the POC sales stage 

in the opportunity cycle. And with PreSales’ technical acumen and sales ability, 55% of 

POCs were closed-won. Furthermore, the respondents gave greater insight into what 

anatomy of the technical win looked like and reported that POCs took an average of 

33 days to complete, nearly half the average time they reported it took to achieve the 

technical win. 

Respondents of our survey spend a majority of their time working on securing the 

technical win, specifically ever-more amounts of time and effort nailing the opportunity 

stage involving POCs. 

2. PreSales teams need to be staffed robustly 
across the entire customer journey
Data from our survey showed that PreSales increasingly took more ownership of the 

entire buyer journey to get the technical win, getting pulled in earlier and earlier. Their 

expertise was increasingly leaned on, and 37% reported that they managed teams in 

addition to PreSales.
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If the technical win is responsible for revenue and PreSales is the department that can 

most help sales teams achieve it, their concentration and time needs to be on it. 

Becoming adept at Info Security Assessments, RFP Questionnaires, Value Assessments, 

Standard Demos, and other deliverables is part of securing the technical win in the 

opportunity cycle. And in order to get the technical win, PreSales teams need to drive 

repeatedly with a multitude of deliverables. 

• 85% of respondents were responsible for completing Standard Demos in active 
opps.

• 81% of respondents were responsible for completing the RFP Questionnaire in 
active opps. 

• 57% of respondents were responsible for completing Value Assessments in 
active opps.

• 36% of respondents were responsible for completing Info Security in active opps.

Deliverables PreSales Teams are Responsible for 
Completing for Active Opportunities
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These findings ask PreSales leaders to now consider: How likely are these deliverables 

to detract from higher-value activities in the core stages? If PreSales is spending a lot 

of time on post sales could that detract from their ability to influence net new revenue? 

And ultimately, does this data suggest PreSales should be staffed accordingly to have 

the right team members who can focus on the technical win versus those who deal with 

customers post sale?  

To answer that last question: We believe so. PreSales needs more time to focus on the 

technical win. They can be pulled in across the entire opportunity journey; however, 

they’re the professionals who are in the best position to get the technical win, close 

business, and accelerate revenue at this point in the sales cycle. PreSales teams if they 

want to cover the entire customer journey must be staffed robustly to do so. No one else 

can take their place.

3. Building and Retaining PreSales teams  
is difficult 
The survey revealed that maintaining high technical win rates depended on having 

PreSales teams ready to meet the challenge, and that was very difficult when building 

highly specialized teams took substantial amounts of time. 
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Survey respondents reported it took, on average, 54% of PreSales teams 60+ days from 

open recruiting to hire. 

Once those new hires were in position, 50% of respondents said it took 6+ months to 

ramp them into trained, full-fledged SEs with expert product-knowledge. 

The average PreSales professional’s tenure at a company was 4 years, suggesting that 

perhaps PreSales leaders received value from their hires despite the long recruiting and 

ramping process. 

And, it’s important to note that 15% of PreSales leaders didn’t have insight into their 

hiring processes. 

TIME FOR ACTION
Considering the survey results, the technical win has never been more critical and 

important to the opportunity cycle and to companies’ ability to gain and accelerate 

revenue. With POCs increasing and becoming the cornerstone of the technical win in 

modern B2B technology purchases, PreSales teams should channel their focus almost 

exclusively on this stage of the opportunity cycle. This is where the buyer gets hands-on 

with the software, and there’s nowhere for the vendor to hide. If revenue teams don’t nail 

this experience through exceptional PreSales engagement—they simply don’t get the 

technical win, and they waste company time and resources. 

Because of the overwhelming importance of the technical win, it’s important to have 

PreSales teams fully staffed so they can focus their time where it’s needed—on the 

technical win and beyond. When PreSales’ expertise is increasingly leaned on outside of 

securing the technical win, their focus is drawn away from the stage where the money 

is made. But by having a fully ramped, robust PreSales team, they can become experts 

not just on the technical win but on other stages of the opportunity cycle like RFP 

Questionannies, Value Assessments, and Standard Demonstrations.
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We have no doubt that securing the technical win is where a significant amount of 

PreSales’ intelligence, expertise, and time should be spent. However, building the teams 

necessary to achieve the technical win can be difficult. In the survey, we witnessed long 

recruiting processes and ramp times, with the only bright spot being solid tenures. But 

PreSales teams need to be ready now. They need technology and resources to bring new 

hires up to speed and have a platform that allows them to repeatedly win and tap into 

collective insights. 

It’s time for PreSales to concentrate their skills and expertise and time on the technical 

win—since it’s become the beating heart of the modern B2B selling motion.

One Final Note Regarding Benchmark Data 
Our full Benchmark Report covered many other topics—such as how many touch points does 

PreSales have on an opportunity before it closes, PreSales attach rates, overall sales win 

rates, and other key areas. Only individuals who answered the call for this report receive all of 

the answers with all of the data.

But you can step up for next time and get this critical data for yourself.  

We invite you to be a part of our next Benchmark Report and receive a full report on all the 

answers to our questions. When you sign up, we’ll send you an invitation to participate in 

our next Benchmark Survey—then ensure that you receive a full list of answers with all the 

respondent data.     

Let’s unlock the full strategic value of Presales together!

To receive, and/or be part of the, next benchmark report.   
Enter your info here. vivun.com/benchmark

Sign up for next report

https://vivun.com/benchmark
https://vivun.com/benchmark


Hero by Vivun® 
Vivun equips PreSales leaders with the world’s first AI-powered PreSales Intel & Ops 

Platform that lets them run their team as a business, create product-field alignment, and 

communicate their value. Vivun unlocks the strategic potential of PreSales and prepares 

them to take their place on the front lines of modern B2B selling, ushering in a new era of 

Buyer-Led Growth. Customers include Autodesk, Cloudera, Snowflake, Crowdstrike, Dell,  

and Harness.

 Visit VIVUN.COM to learn more and REQUEST A DEMO. 
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